
2022-23 PRACTICES PER WEEK IN HOUSE 
GAMES

ADM                                                                                             
HOCKEY FOR LIFE- HELPING KIDS REACH THEIR 

FULL POTENTIAL
SVYH GOALS

HOME 
TOURNAMENTS PER 

SEASON

RECOMMENDED 
TRAVEL 

TOURNAMENTS PER 
SEASON

TUITION 
PRE/POST 

9/15

TOURNEY 
FEE FOR 
TRAVEL 

PLAYERS

TEAM ASSIGNMENTS                                                                                     
When there are enough players for multiple teams at a specific age group, 

team assignments will be made as follows:

MINIS 2 1/MONTH ACTIVE START STAGE 6U & LEARN TO SKATE

•Introduce the game of hockey 
•skating skills and puck control 

introduced                         
•develop physical literacy       

•primary goal is FUN

1 1 550/600 PAY TO PLAY Teams are created by coaches with the goal of providing equal opportunities 
for all players.

MITYS 2 1/MONTH FUNDAMENTALS STAGE- 6U & 8U PLAY TO LEARN

•Introduce the game of hockey 
•skating skills and puck control 

introduced                         
•develop physical literacy       

•primary goal is FUN

1 2-3 (per player) 550/600 PAY TO PLAY Teams are created by coaches with the goal of providing equal opportunities 
for all players.

SQUIRTS 3 (1 skill,  1 in house,  1 
team)

1/WEEK LEARN TO TRAIN STAGE- 10U LEARN 
FUNDAMENTAL SPORT SKILLS

•critical stage of acquisition of 
hockey skills                          

•team building emphasized 
•fundamental skills stressed 

•emphasize FUN

1 4 (per player)* 900/950 PAY TO PLAY Teams are created by coaches with the goal of providing equal opportunities 
for all players.

PEE WEES

HOUSE: 2(1 skill,  1 in 
house).               

___________________
TRAVEL: 3 (1 skill,1 in 

house, 1 team)

1/WEEK LEARN TO TRAIN STAGE- 12U LEARN 
FUNDAMENTAL SPORT SKILLS

•critical stage of acquisition of 
hockey skills                          

•team building emphasized 
•fundamental skills stressed 

•emphasize FUN

1 5-7 (per player)*
700/750        

________  
900/950

$600 
(INCLUDES 1 

HOME/5 
AWAY)

SVYH supports opportunities for all participants, regardless of ability.  SVYH 
also wants to ensure that players compete at a level where they can be safe 
and successful.  For this age group, team assignments (A/B/C or A/B/B) will 
be made based on skill evaluation during try-out week. SVYH provides equal 

opportunity for tournament play for all members.

BANTAMS

HOUSE: 2(1 skill,  1 in 
house)               

___________________
TRAVEL: 3 (1 skill,1 in 

house, 1 team)

1/WEEK TRAINING TO TRAIN STAGE- 14U

•further develop hockey specific 
skills: skating, stick handling, 

shooting.                       
•emphasize team building and 

group interaction               
•develop life long passion for the 

game

1 6-8 (per player)*
800/850        

________  
1050/1100

$800 
(INCLUDES 1 

HOME/ 6 
AWAY)

SVYH supports opportunities for all participants, regardless of ability.  SVYH 
also wants to ensure that players compete at a level where they can be safe 
and successful.  For this age group, team assignments (A/B/C or A/B/B) will 
be made based on skill evaluation during try-out week. SVYH provides equal 

opportunity for tournament play for all members.

HS/MIDGETS 3-4 2/SEASON LEARN TO COMPETE STAGE- 18U

•competition and tournament 
play emphasized               

•Training will stress the 
development of position specific 
technical and tactical skills under 

competitive conditions.     
•mental skills emphasized 

•develop life long passion for the 
game

1 7-9 (per player)* 1250/1300

$900/$1100 
(INCLUDES 1 

HOME/ 6 
AWAY)

SVYH supports opportunities for all participants, regardless of ability.  SVYH 
also wants to ensure that players compete at a level where they can be safe 
and successful.  For this age group, team assignments (A/B/C or A/B/B) will 
be made based on skill evaluation during try-out week. SVYH provides equal 

opportunity for tournament play for all members.

12U GIRLS

HOUSE: 2(1 skill,  1 in 
house).               

___________________
TRAVEL: 3 (1 skill,1 in 

house, 1 team)

1/WEEK LEARN TO TRAIN STAGE-12U                           
LEARN FUNDAMENTAL SPORT SKILLS

•critical stage of acquisition of 
hockey skills/further develop 
skating, stick handling, and 

shooting skills                          
•team building emphasized  

•emphasize FUN 

1 5-7 (per player)* 
800/850        

________  
1050/1100

$600 
(INCLUDES 1 

HOME/ 5 
AWAY)

SVYH supports opportunities for all participants, regardless of ability.  SVYH 
also wants to ensure that players compete at a level where they can be safe 
and successful.  For this age group, team assignments (A/B/C or A/B/B) will 
be made based on skill evaluation during try-out week. SVYH provides equal 

opportunity for tournament play for all members.

14U GIRLS

HOUSE: 2(1 skill,  1 in 
house).               

___________________
TRAVEL: 3 (1 skill,1 in 

house, 1 team)

1/WEEK TRAINING TO TRAIN STAGE- 14U

•further develop hockey specific 
skills: skating, stick handling, 

shooting.                       
•emphasize team building and 

group interaction               
•develop life long passion for the 

game

1 6-8 (per player)*
800/850        

________  
1050/1100

$800 
(INCLUDES 1 

HOME/ 6 
AWAY)

SVYH supports opportunities for all participants, regardless of ability.  SVYH 
also wants to ensure that players compete at a level where they can be safe 
and successful.  For this age group, team assignments (A/B/C or A/B/B) will 
be made based on skill evaluation during try-out week. SVYH provides equal 

opportunity for tournament play for all members.

U19 GIRLS 3-4 2/SEASON LEARN TO COMPETE STAGE- 19U

•competition and tournament 
play emphasized               

•Training will stress the 
development of position specific 
technical and tactical skills under 

competitive conditions.     
•mental skills emphasized 

•develop life long passion for the 
game

1 7-9 (per player)* 1250/1300

$800 
(INCLUDES 1 

HOME/ 6 
AWAY)

SVYH supports opportunities for all participants, regardless of ability.  SVYH 
also wants to ensure that players compete at a level where they can be safe 
and successful.  For this age group, team assignments (A/B/C or A/B/B) will 
be made based on skill evaluation during try-out week. SVYH provides equal 

opportunity for tournament play for all members.

*We understand that there will be a range in the number of tournaments an individual plays in a given season.  SVYH tourney fee covers the number of tournaments expected to play for a commited travel player.  Any additional tournaments a player chooses to play will be on a pay to play basis.


